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SHORTHAND ENGLISH . THEORY - II

fTime : 3 hours

(Maximum marks : lffi)

llnstructions: - Every rule in Part A and B must be followed by one or two
oufline as example. Use pencil for writing the outlines.]

PART - A
(Maximum marks : 10)

Marks

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

l. Write the representation of 'W' and 'WH'before L.

2. Mention the two words indicated by the use of doubling principle in phraseography.

3. Identify the representatiorr of accom - or accommo in shorthand

4. Write the representation of percent (%) aftm a figure in shorthand.

5. Chairman of Rajya Sabha.

(5x2: 10)

PART - B

Maximum marks : 30)

II Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

l. Explain the application of upward and downward SH.

2. Write a letter to your friend inviting him for a get together at yorn home as you

are going to abroad next week.

3. Correct the following mis-spelt words:

(a) powerfirll (d) Emboldan

(b) thoroughfaire (e) awhaile

(c) Chaufeur (0 afrosious

4. Explain under which circumstances halving principle is not employed.

5. Describe tlre positions where the double length stokes can be wriuen; and under

which circumstances.

6. Explain the appplication of suffix 'ING'.
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7. Give outline for the fcillowing :

(a) at all costs

(b) whether

(c) unload

(d) you will be able to

(e) selfishness

(0 accommodation

Marks

(5x6 : 30)

(lx 15: l5)

PART - C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer c// questions. Each question carries 15 marks.)

m Write a paragraph of about 200 words on any one of the following topic.

Participation of students in politics.

lmportance of sports.

Environment and hunrin health.

(a)

(b)

(c)

IV Summarise the passage into one third (about 150 words).

Education is the most important factor which plays a great role in the

development of an individual as well as a country. Fducation has heen made

compulsory by ttrc gor,'crnmcnt for all the children of age 5 to 15. Education influences

lives of everyone in positive ways and teaches us to tackle any big or small problems

in life. Even after a big awareness in the society towards the necessity of education

for everyone, the percentage of education is still not same in different areas of the

county.

People living rn the backwards areas are not getting proper benefits of good

educational as they lack money and other resourc€s. However, some new and effective

stategies has been plarmed and implemented by the govemment to resolve the problems

in such areas. Education improves the mental status and change the way of thinking

of a person. It brings confidence and helps to convert the thinking into the action

to go ahead and get success and experience.

Wthout education life becomes aimless and tough. So we should understand

the importance of the education and its involvement in our daily lives. We shoulcl

encourage the education in the backward areas by letting them know the benefi* of
education. Disabled people and poor people are equally required and have equal rights

to get educated like rich and common people to get global development. Each of us

should fiy our best to get educated at higher level as well as make the good education.

accessible for everyone globally particularly the poor and disabled people.
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Marks

Some people arc completely uneducated and living very painill life because

of the lack of knowledge and skill. Some people are educated but do not have

enough skill to eam money for *reir daily routine just because of the lack of proper

education system in the backwards areas. Thus we should try to have equal

opportunities of good education system for everyone whether living in rich or poor

regions. A country cannot gow and develop without the individual growth and

development of its citizens. Thus the development of any country depends hugely on

the education standard available to its citizens. A good education system must have

common goals in every areas of country to provide a suitable and proper leaming to

its citizers.

We must make a balance in the facilities for education for all to bring equality

among people as well as equal individual development all ttrough the country. Education

enables everyone in the sociery !c interpret with the things around them in very positive

way. It helps to maintain a balance between our body, mind, and spirit as well as

promotes ftlrther required advancement in the education technology

Wnte into shorthand.

The aimost innumerable terms connected with business should be undersl00d

by all who engage in trade. They are intn:duced into practically every transaction and

he would be considered incompetent who did not undentand them' The mastery of

these terms is not a task of such magritude as to disconcert anyone of reasonable

self-reliance and self-confol. No enterprising man need entertain a moment's doubt as

to his ability to leam these sigrificant terms. The trarsmission of goods to a commission

agent or other consignee involves the preparation of documenls which will ensure the

transfer of the goods to him without umecessary delay. The arrangement of consular

invoices and other forms properly inscribed and attested must be recognized as a

cornmon matter of daily routine and a man would feel uncomfofiable if he were ignorant

of these things.
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VI Write in to Longlrand :

Marks

t'r)
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